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Diplomatk: Club. Riyabh, Ssudi Arabia, Frei Otto (see page one). WeekendCalendar

Swteyl

Exhibit contBOM fca* 24 m
MOCA/CaUfscBMptaak. Cd(213) 
«21-2766.

r>«MliriitW«MAPRIL Exldbk oT iKW nBrnak for te b«ik
tttraagb Afril 

XI« Mnnjr M4h* OaDKy, Pieific 
Desipi CniBr. C^(213)<S7-(nOO.

Monday 2 Tuesday 3

use AnUl»eMrai QhiM Di«Mr 
UMortef AJben C. Mcrtiii. FAIA. 
T««vBeOo<ni.USC«an9U«. 6 pm. 
Call <213) 743-4471.

Wednesday 4 Thursday 5 Friday 6 Weekend

TItMiv MiS OatifB rfflakCarpMl
Ciep^
UCSA Extra* km OMine, momciuIv* 
MoodayfOntiu^IiaB IS, Hoorn 
4413 BoetiCT Hall. VCLA, 7-10 |nw 
S3I0. Ca]](2t3)t25-4100.

ExscttinCi
CbaptM' efilM conteWK* mnn. 4:30 
pm. ai(213)3S0-4S»3.

iMfi if DiroctMS IfMlaf
Cbapier office conftmace room, 3:X)
pm. C^(213)SKMS0S.

(Ms Stackwiii
SO-ARC lacane *efiaa. SQ-ARC 
Wm Space, t pm. Call (213) 829- 
3412.

ArchkieiMri im
CiMMiltlii
Oeeammam Aaiiamd Homing wiiii 
•peakor John Mutlow. chapter 
coofareace room. 6-7:30 pm. Call 
CM3) S94-0273.

Lifii A*p«eti if CoMtTVCtioi 
Frojidi CoMrict Wriliiii
UdA Exienekm comae, conaacutive 
Woeteedayf through June 20, Room 
3211 Bmcha Hall. UCLA. 7-10 pm. 
S2IS. CaO (313) S2M100.

CCAMEaCiM mi Bovd
MMtbf
ContuMas t!)rough April 6 m Retno. 
CaS (213)380-4595.

MmuBmiI Rilatleii 
CanaritlM
Kaplan MfL aufhlm Diax. 12 pm. 
C*nai3) 380-4595.

UdHwOwifa Pn—irtii
Ompler office conference room. 6 
pm. ChU (213) 380-4595.

NeSewdik if CsMeaetM* 
CMti mi Estiiudif
UCLA Exwnaion cotne. dowmeem 
ea*«r. 6:30-9:30 pm. $325. Call 
<213)825-4100.

Thursday 12

Sdortfiy 7

MacbaBkil E>|iiiiria| HVAC
AlA^LA Amociaie* ctudy •eminar.
101 Harris HalL USC. 8:30 am-4:30 
pm. CaU (213)380-4595.

Deaiga Impiemeetetio*
Woffcikie
UCLA ExirasioB course cominuM on 
SuDtfey I. Bitd April 21-22, 109QS 
UCome AtraBoa, $335. Call(213) 
825-9414.

UrdiTakyi
LA ConaerviDcy wabiog tom. 10 am. 
CaB(2l3) 623-CITY.

r>w—iiiilliiiiyni fn—illii
CfaapCar office caufeianoe room, 6:30 
pm. OiS(213}31RM59S.

MroiitflltM lo CoMtnidliMi 
Eathniriei *»4lllli«i|i«>d
UCLA Exmnsiwi oeurae, da<oa|h 
Juna 19, downtown cemer. 6-30-9:30 
pm. $325. CaQ (213) 825-4100.

MiitiH

AccoiMthi|f«rdw CaMinwliQa
kiiey
UCLA ExieiMioBcowBe. 6:30-9:45 
^$210. ChQ<213)82S-41O0.

Tuesday 10Monday 9 Wednesday H Friday 13 Weekend

Weiwsief TidMUcal 
PnfMtiiuli li Aikkw 

OeMaeiliH Feilemseee

--8^- - m—^ H- ^I- - Frifiiiii«il rnKiiniffilMii
Oiapwr offiea roniiwai room. 5:15 
pm. Call (213) 381MSR5.

Gi9dFrM«y 
C3wpw office eleeed.

SdwSiy 14

AHDm
LA Cooaervancy walking lour. 10 am. 
Call (213) 623-Cmr.

Breoiwty ThoalMi
LA Conmrvancy sralkBUg tow. 10 am. 
Call (213) 623-CITY.

FdilihH $4un
LA Conaervaney waking wur, 10 am. 
CaU (213) 623-dTY.

S«i4iy15

EadirSndiy

Chapaw office isiiifaiiiiae room, 6:30
pm OOiai3)38(M39S. CaQ (213) 38MS9S.

KseMi ♦ Kmeer
SC3-ARC iectttm aertaa. SQ-ARC 
Mainl^Boe.SpBL C^(213}829- 
3482.

UOA SxiaarioD cewea caotmaaa 
ifanwgbApril}L$993. GQ}(213) 
825-1047.

SiMraMMi MMIms CMaeklM
Ch^wui Mha coiiferwice room. 5
pm. CaU (213) 380-4595.

R—K—fciit
Lactuie <MB canaat prcjecfe, at UCLA
ll00&dweob«isSUi,lpm. CaU
(213)825-3791.

Monday 16 Tuesday u Wednesday 18 Thursday 19 Friday 20 Weekend

AnkkrneamVteek
Caatnam ttarawgli April 22. Fw 
detaila on loctQaetivihBs. call (213) 
380-4595.

Exicadv f iddlH—
Cfaaptar office rrmliri'iiii'i room, 4JO 
jMXt CaU ai3) 380-4595.

WUIlMtHI
Charter offiea coafernnee room. 6 
pm. CaIl(21i)3iO-4»S.

Adwhiirtritiii: 71m Pdfe 
to hiyowd FwfRibBliy
AlAN«ic«ii profasakaal 
development woriuhep ioLo* 
Anf^M. Fermofc totomition. caB 
(213 3804595.

LAArehiiwt Edharial Bowd
MMtfalf
Chapter office confeieoca room. 7:X> 
am. CaU (213)380-5177.

W«kb| wMk LAU80
Asian Araarican ArriuMctB/Engmaora 
Anaciaiion caaattng. Pung Lum 
Itestaunnt. Uidwtaal Ot)(,6:30-SiX> 
pm. au (SIS) 842-7776.

IMiBhCilwIttit
Qwpaw office cosfeiaaoe roMii, 3:30
PSL Call (213) 3804595.

Rid KioRiiw
Laetuia ft Art Catnar CoUaga of 
Daai^ Pamdana. Ahmanaon 
Ao£torium. 8 pm. reception at 7 pra. 
CaU (714) 869-4429.
H«wi>Um PrifMMMil SiHiii 
SkiUs did Bik Men aiMle
AlA National professional 
davelepnant workshop in Los 
Angelsa. For more infetTnatioit. call 
(213 3804S9S.

SddRsyZI
Pichflcil Eifiiiirlm 
AlA/LA Associaias sbtdy seminar,
101 Harris HaQ. USC. 8:30 am4;X) 
pm. Call ai^ 3904595.
Sprif RR'iit PiteeMif 
FiwNMi
LA ConaervBBcy walking tour. 10 am. 
CaU(2j3)«23-aTY.
Swidiy22 

ftoii Hm
Exhibit contmiias tfarou^ Jurw at 
MOCA/Temporary Contemporaiy. 
Call (213)621-2766.

FkdWi CirndiB—1
Qiapfer office oonferance rooso. 4:30 
pm- CaU (213)380-45^1.
Mbdity MMf WdMi’i

Lacture on past projects and woaks in 
program, UCLA-2l60BPfek*on 
Han, 8 pm. Call (213) £25-3791.

Oppormaihas in Edueatkm, 6:15-7:45 
pm. chaptar office conferonee room. 
CaO (213) 380-4595.
Thi E»|iMir'8 Pfli—i: Aidd,
Crrflidiii, PrijWitiit?
Laenue Peter Rice. '0>c Arup A 
Partner*. UCLA. PerkrfT 1102. 8 pm. 
Can (213) 825-3791.

MwkdTrwMh 189ft kMfRMch 
RdlitMlepddM
SMPS kmchron. Hyaa WUshire.LM 
Angdet. 11:30 am. CaU (213)388-
0478.

Monday 23 Tuesday 24 Wednesday 25 Thursday 26 WeekendFriday 27

Sditrdiy2tCodii CidwRiM
Chapter cffioeeoofereoce room. 5 pm. 
CaO (213) 380-4595.

Pliiii8)ii|
AIAA-A AaMckaaB study aamimi.
101 Hams Hall, use 7-10 pm. OQ 
(233)3804595.

kdiMieBil laRdiBs: Bhddv«r
Svbdmo*?
*'An to ths Lhb LA" laetaro seifea. 
ftaiific' OoBgB Craear Thaatni. 6J0-9 
pm. CaU (213)657-0800.

Frefeeeiewsl PracticiCemeuneoMidiiiAUExC< Cowpdir CddoRdi
MidkiJohnaoo Pain A Pmsa. 6*30 pm.Washhigton. DC. CmH (213) 380- Hiidfcippid PtoitUd/EiMfyy
Chapter office ccafemnce room. 5:15 AlAA-A AsanrtaWi tfady Minimi.
pm. CaU (213)3804595. 101 Htarris HaU. USC. 1:30 am4;30
Lw Rtofwhs AdtoCid Uwr Broep pm. CkU (213)380-4595.
260 North Pa«Avenoe. Barbank. Swredh Sued: Micca fwr
Call (818) 762-9966. Miwiliiiili

LA Cooaarvaocy walking loar. 10 am.
CaH (213) 62347ry.
Si8d«y2»

Theew Hut Sidwi
Exhibit cainhwar ttrough Syaenber
22atLACMA. CaB<2l3)^-6Ul.

May 2 May 3Monday 30

BovMddal RaldiMB CoddJRMEdtcdhf CwdiRtii Midlat AndUhwIeiefd llmiei

jotot mnahag wRk Isasrior 
irhimniiri riwnsnitiM rtiyr 
otatfeiaam room. 6-7:39 pm. CaU 
(223)380-4595.

Total fhiaRly Miaaieead:
Chapter office coeferenoc room. SWariplw.Toak.aBA 

AppHcBtfoat
UCIA Extaawpp ooaiM coattonas 
throat May 2. $995. Call(213) 
825-1047.

Chap iffiea daieoee room. 4:30
pm. CaU 013)3104595.pm. CaB 013) 380-4395.
Haftooa aad Cowwaa MaftalcBoard if WraewnMootki
Tte Rwd Bal k RwBRitMiQwpar offiM amilHMMi mem. 5i38
Laetaro by Spiro KombC. UCLA,
Dickson 216»«, 8 pm. CaU (213)
125-3791.

Rdwal CiaaftwUtd
MHkMBaafad
Hoeled by Le An^lee Ame ChsHtoer
of Ctataiwroa, Cantvy Plaxa Komi.
&3bjn.995. CUiai3) 62941619.

Ofetifehng Grfio/y VlUanoeva. AlA (2t3) 727-6086. Etnic*. Hfrbert WiedooK. AlA 
1213) 413-3131: reOowafep WowUaetfaws, IVofflw M. SUonM. FAIA (2131 454-7473; 
Ufeary, James A. Cemba. AlA (21313804361. Long JUff* narmfeg. Aex Lnery. FA/A 
(213f 208A300; daiiiOsiaate. Rodoft H. UfOda. AM (213) 2S0-7440: “wnianriJp 
nrooMiy. JanienJ. Am/i. H4/A/L4 1213} 4 7541593,-dWiTttr’# M*e»w, Moma Vetget. 
FAIA-e (213) 824-3671: Mkwtitr A mNitarr's Aaaoiecaa. hHchaele PnOe-WellB. AlA 
(213) 3981715: Odes Opamtfeiw A dartaQaiwartf. JoaeoA M. MaOda. 4M r213) 394- 
7888; 8mt Pmaidonta CoancR Oonald C. Awn, 4M I213) 4784S93, rnilhsiftiiisf 
,4damaa. Jotima Cmtg ('72<).9696601. 8«imMs AMrs. Mcftael Hncak (213) 823

Wana Camewarw, AM C2l3l S2045J7; AwdMchiM tor Houaing ManueJ Gonzanar.
AM 62331 XAP2f3: diidtoc^'*wfewawioa A A^latfom. John Peiro, am (7131307 
8400: e>
Waatwoak. FranF AttgiMorw. 4M (213) 62*4383: LA AmaMact. Arthur Gem%, AM.
(313) 622S9S5; Oovommant IMaOaoa l/tetw j. Sahmas. AM (818) 405-6746;
MamaUonal HUaHena/ttoaottog^. Rarmond Haope. 6MA (3l3) 453-3643; 
nnmriHg Tmk forco. imam Mrisat, AM-f (213) 83*0*41. Utait 0aadt. A<an; 
l^unemwi; .iaaaaMtii Haaort Leaeh »18) 7834876: AM Proefewa OaaWt 
Comoamton. Staooo O. OsoMson (313) 27gt9SS; tamfemlls CsrowsOWw, Andnw 
£Aflnaua(^5^486-2iai;6(««M( HalMWArAraMtoetiM. JaiffeyT.9eswonsr3l31 4220. 8292074: Ittomaffs AroWeaetuw tamw. Meuroen VWfw Mareh (213) 661

7907.

AitMluuma terFor mom nfermahon on AM/LA commUtoe achvtties. contact: 
ecuattan. Norberto R Mwrinez. AM 1213) 3064708: AraMtaatan ter NaaNb. jeal 
-Mfla. AM (213) 879-1474; Awatga PRywe. Aieftoei Aanutn Rosa. AM (213) 826- 
2500: LA Prte. Barton htyers. AM (213) 46640S1: Camgutar .ippRaaOaaa. Aothornt 
lygai. AlA (818) 2464050: Htatartc PraaerraHkn. rimotty John BtatKA (818) 749- 
1456; 0P. Rmrmi A. Swwaon {filS; 794-2070; Aitmrtat fewnPeotMa. Margarax 
Hoaftiv Ctgla, ArA (8l8) 340-2887: imga Pnetfee. kUmrtn Tatf. AM (213/ 277-7405: 
Uatmtf. Wmtarn iweaf. AUL£ (213) 82*04*1. ProfemltinW Practfea. Rowiwl 
AM (213) 277-740S: ftaywa/Pfefestoiwto DevafepBwM, 8oba6J. Aevtareon, AM 
(2l3i 4834404: 8ma8 Angaeta (PtaetkA). DenaU C. Awn. aia (2l3f 4264593: 
AfcAAooto to ftferalfeii. Lional March (213) e6l-79B7; AreMtatta la aawwnwaaf.

katlem/PaAAc RatoWoee, M<cheel I. Ham. AM (213} 8363500.

9834348: gbMtg WWiia Awtoisato todaw- Mark 8 OfUkona (81^ 7892070:
L. A. ARCHITECT g



illustrate each point. While some images 
will be familiar, many are not,

Joel Herschman. associate professor of 
art history at Fordham University, covers 
the period of architectural photography 
from 1839 to 1880 in part one. He lays the 
groundwork for understanding that there 
have always been photographs that empha
size the factual and photographs that 
emphasize the emotional. Herschman 
traces some of the technological as well as 
aesthetic aspects of the art. By 1851 the 
early technological problems had been 
solved and styles began to emerge.

One of the best Images in the first part 
is Henri Le Secq's photograph, taken in 
1851. of ttfljon Hausmann’s demolitions 
on the He de la Cite. The exposed chimney 
races look like interior cavities from a 
recently living animal. The photograph 
acts not only as a comment about the 
building that will come down, but also one 
about the changing face of the city. The 
author points out that by 1880 the halftone 
process had been refined and the individual 
print gave way to several pictures repro- 
ducedrin series in various publications. 
After this point the photograph, not the 
drawing, became the medium through 
which we perceived architecture.

The remaining three essays in the book 
are by Cerwin Robinson, a well known 
architectural i^otographer. In part two. 
1880-1930. he describes the shift towards 
photographing individual elements of a 
building. Robinson makes a significant 
point that half tones allowed non-commis
sioned photographs to be distributed 
widely and used differently. Previously, 
with plate reproduction, it was likely that 
only commissioned ^olographs would 
receive distribution. The new development 
meant that picture and text could be 
combined in any number of ways, and 
cropping to allow for the text became a 
common practice. Most importantly, the 
photograph, no longer necessarily commis
sioned by the creator of the work, could be 
placed with critical or unfriendly text.

Pan III, 1930-1970, does not reflect 
technological changes in phoiograj^y 
much as social ones. Robinson opens ihi.s 
section with one image by Walker Evans 
and one by Ken Hedrich to explain two 
distinct points of view in this era. Evans 
employs a more conservative approach to 
photographing vernacular architecture 
while Hedrich begins to experiment with 
angles and modem automobiles to show 
the new era of modem architecture. This 
chapter is the easiest to read, perhaps 

H \T|*nTl because the author feels most comfortable 
with this era. The author notes that after 
the war. with the increased volume of 
work, much of it in the International Style, 
the architectural photographer found 
himself working for two clients, the 
architect and the magazines promoung the 
architecture. Robinson points out Ezra 
Stoller who would lake both “raciual” and 
■ ‘experimental'' perspectives in order to 
satisfy all points of view. Stoller’s two 
photographs of Paul Rudolph’s Cocoon 
House in Sarasota (1951) illustrate the 
point well: the image of a wall of louvers, 
a bench with silk pillows, a book, slippers 
and a snack conveys “vacation home" 
better than the straighi-on elevation.

Two things happened which brought 
about the next era. Pan IV. 1970 to the 
present. Photographers began recording 
architecture as fine art. with galleries and 
museums in tow. and more significantly, 
according to Robinson, advertisers began 
to pressure magazines to run color images. 
Despite this significant shift. Robinson 
spends most of the chapter talking about 
black and white photographs. He gives 
very short shrift to interior photography.
The one example he uses, an apartment 
decorated in black and white, does not 
illustrate photographer Jaime Ardiles- 
Arce’s great skill.

Robinson’s spotty coverage of commer
cial architectural photographers working in 
the last few decades can be compensated 
for with Akiko Busch’s The Photography 
of Architecture. Twelve V/en-j. Unfortu
nately, the photographs arc reproduced in

only black and white and without the 
exceptional quality found in Robinson’s 
book. The result, at first glance, is a bland 
catalog of the top names. But a careful 
reading reveals that the introduction and 
commentary on each photographer are 
insightful and well written.

If the reader finds the Robinson survey 
too long, Busch, a free-lance writer on 
architecture and design, provides a fine 
overview in the book’s introduction. Each 
photographer was interviewed and the 
author found a few points that make each 
profile different. The author discusses 
Norman McGrath’s background as a 
structural engineer and Peter Aaron’s 
training as a cinematographer. The book's 
format probably serves Julius Shulman and 
Bill Hedrich better than the others, as many 
of their best known images were taken in 
black and white. However, the interior 
photography suffers the most; Peter Aaron 
and Paul Warchol’s images look flat and 
dull.

Books

Architecture Transformed, a History of the 
Photography of Buildings from J839 to the 
Present, by Cerwin Robinson and Joel Her
schman. Architectural League of New York. 
New York. MIT Press. Cambridge, 1987. 
$50.

The Photography of Architecture. Twelve 
Views, by Akiko Busch. Van Nostrand Rein
hold, New York. 1987. $39.95. Perhaps the most complete essay and 

group of images belongs to Judith Turner, 
who is not a commercial photographer in 
the tradition of the other photographers in 
the book. Her ethereal images of fragments 
of architecture, placed at the end of the 
book, will remind architects that there are 
more than twelve ways to look at photo
graphing architecture.

One of the strength's of Julius 
Shulman’s The Photography of Architecture 
and Design is that it has valuable informa
tion for the architect wanting to lake 
pictures or trying to understand the photog
rapher’s process. Although out of print, it is 
available from the author. Much of the 
book is in black and white, which may date 
it a little. However, the fundamental 
principles are laid out in an easy to read 
format. There is advice on the basic tools 
required, and filing praaices which will be 
useful for the architect. Throughout the 
book Shulman shows two or more ways to 
photograph a building from similar vantage 
points and how lighting or a different lens 
will change the picture. There are several 
sections on photographing specific building 
types.

SUGGESTED
READINGS

The Photography of Architecture and 
Design. Photographing Buildings, Interiors, 
and the Visual Arts, by Julius Shulman. 
Whitney Library. New York. 1977.

Photographing Buildings Inside and Out. by 
Norman McGrath, Whitney Library. New 
York, 1987. $32.50.

The following books are not necessarily the 
definitive works on architectural photogra
phy. but they should help the architect 
understand the history of the medium, the 
dozens of possible viewpoints on the subject 
as well as the photographer’s challenges.

as

A more recent work which should be 
particularly helpful for the architect hiring a 
photographer is Norman McGrath's Photo
graphing Buildings Inside and Out. In con
trast to many photographers, the author 
doesn’t like contracts, as he prefers to build 
trust with the client. McGrath covers rights, 
fees and the basics of getting published. He 
describes the equipment and film funda
mentals but doe.s not discuss darkrooms, as 
many architectural photographers no longer 
do their own printing. Shulman’s technique 
of contrasting photographs taken at different 
angles and under different lighting condi
tions is used here, but with color images.
For almost every image McGrath lists lens, 
camera type. film, exposure, setting, and 
filter (if used). He also includes a very 
helpful table to calculate the use of filters 
for fluorescent and high intensity light, 
McGrath’s writing style is subdued, but like 
Shulman’s. fairly straightforward. After 
studying both manuals, the architect should 
be ready to take his or her own slides and/or 
accompany the professional photographer 
on the shoot.

Ken Caldwell
Mr. Caldwell, communications manager for 
Albert C. Martin & Associates, is LA 
Architect's Books Editor.

Oemolitions on the lie de la Cite. 1853. Henri Le Seeg.

For a historical survey one might start 
with the richly illustrated book by Cerwin 
Robinson and Joel Herschman. Architecture 
Transformed, a History of the Photography 
of Buildings from 1839 to the Present. The 
book has been divided into four parts 
according to major stylistic eras of photogra
phy as perceived by the authors. Beautiful 
reproductions of architectural photographs
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the building is a Herman Miller plant; to
morrow it could be Herman Horton Plaza, a 
new ccHicept in retail marketing. The 
photograph positions the concept of the 
place as a stage set. artful but alterable.

Comparing the photograph with the plan 
of the building, it becomes evident that the 
image was recorded from high in the air, 
probably hx>m a rooftop with a wide angle 
lens. The buildings are single story office 
suites or highbay industrial boxes, experi
enced from ground level. Walking up the 
ramp into the central court must be to expe
rience a series of volumes which enclose. 
The photograph cuts out one building, 
opening the composition and implying a 
progression rather than an encirclement.
No one but the photographer is ever likely 
to perceive this assemblage from the 
position of the photograph. This is the 
fiction of a good photograph, deftly 
defining the idea of these objects, but com
pletely masking the actuality of the experi
ence.

Continued 9 interesting pwojects was a book of ante
bellum architecture in the South. The book 
never materialized, but the images of 
plantation mansions and their interiors, like 
many of Evans* images, are both straight
forward and allegorical. His well-known 
1935 image of the exterior of the Belle 
Grove Plantation in White Chapel, Louisi
ana. shows the front and side elevations of 
an abandoned mansion and features a dead 
tree trunk in the foreground. The interior 
photograph shows the decay of a once 
splendorous house.

The Farm Security Administration in 
1935 enable Evans to ccmcentrate fully on 
taking pictures. While the purpose of the 
FSA was to document the living conditions 
of the rural and urban poor, the photogra
phers, away from editors and bureaucrats, 
pursued photogr^hy as they felt appropri
ate to the project Despite ccmfliciing views 
with the project’s administrator, Evans 
turned out an extraordinary body of work. 
All of the images for Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men (in collaboration with Janies 
Agee) and almost half of the images from 
his 1938 exhibition at the Museum of 
Modem Art entitled “American Photo
graphs*' came from this period.

Evans’ photographs of anonymcnis archi
tecture, billboards, gas stations, and other 
everyday aspects of our civilizaticxi ask us 
to ccmsider these things in our visual 
landscape. It is possible to read social 
commentary into his photogrrqihs, but 
Evans lets the viewer make up his own 
mind. He teaches {rfiotograf^rs to include 
the unexpected and to look harder for the 
truth in any built landscape.

Polytechnic Institute, where he pursued 
photography instead of mechanical engi
neering. He returned to the United States in 
1890 and edited two photographic journals 
before starting his own, Camera Work, 
which he published from 1903 until 1917.
In 1905 Stieglitz opened a gallery called 
“291“ for its address at 291 Fifth Avenue, 
the first of several galleries he owned until 
he died in 1946. Stieglitz was the first to 
show the works of Matisse and Picasso in . 
the United States, and to publish authors 
such as Geitrude Stein.

However, Stieglitz considered himself a 
photographer foremost. New York City 
was an ongoing subject for him. His 
photographs are not about architectural 
forms of style; they speak to us about 
impending change. The skeleton of a 
highrise looming in the distance takes us to 
new heights, away from the lowrise 
buildings in the foreground that feel familiar 
and somehow inviting. The tall buildings in 
his photographs are not depiaed as monu
mental architecture, but as indicators of the 
growth of cities and a kind of overshadow
ing of man and the street. Stieglitz seemed 
to recognize quite early that tall buildings 
must be photograi^ed in the context of their 
surroundings.

Humboldt Bibitotbek, Berlin, Moore Ruble Yudell, 
photo by Timothy Hursley.

far right of the photo, there is a glimpse of 
the parking lot strewn with organized 
boulders, and a silver canopy mimics the 
slope of the open landscape beyCHid. A 
white stucco box follows the canopy in a 
procession of objects rising up a shallow 
berm. A glint of silver metal wall precedes 
“the great lattice,” a giant open frame 
sculpture covered in pop-riveted copper
plate. Nested in this heroic grid is the 
sliced cone protrusion of the employees* 
cafeteria. The positive inserted into the 
negative is an old sexual joke replayed. In 
the left foreground lies the pinkish domed 
classicism of Stanley Tigerman's counter
point to Gehry’s sculptural collage. In the 
left hand corner of the photograph is a part 
of a billboard backdrop made of standajxl 
industrial metal siding, which remarics on 
the temporal quality of the architecture.
The photo discloses the ironic duality 
between this complex as art and its function 
as manufacturing plant and warehouse. 
However, nothing is shown that describes 
the building's use. The picture is an idea of 
a place disconnected from function. Today

Photographs create the most vivid 
documentation of the philosophies of de
signers; the reputations of designers rise or 
fall with the allure of the photographs.
What is good in photograi^y then becomes 
essential to create in architecture. Interest
ing parts become more important than 
interesting space. The graphic is empha
sized over the volumetric. Architecture is 
further abstracted from utility. Despite 
intention, buildings become more two 
dimensional. This is not to say these two 
buildings are not good architecture; they 
prt^ably are. However, what has been a 
good part of the experience of architecture 
for thousands of years is not described in 
these photos. The dynamic quality of space 
is left unexpressed, and in this way 
photograi^y has changed how architecture 
is perceived.

Walker Evans 0903-1975)

Walker Evans (no relaticm to Frederick 
Evans) was keenly aware of the influence of 
Alfred Stieglitz and Edward Steichen in the 
an world. He initially rejected Stieglitz as 
too artsy and Steichen as too commercial, 
but later acknowledged their importance. 
Walker Evans started taking pictures in 
1928 at the age of 24. His first images were 
made with a hand-held camera. Of his early 
images of the Brooklyn Bridge he re- 
maiked, “some of them are romantic in a 
way 1 would repudiate now. I develc^ied a 
much straighter technique later on."

E>uring the Depression, he received a 
few small commissions, mostly by the ar
rangement of friends. One of the more

Donna Kempner
Ms. Kempner is a freelance architectural 
photographer working in San Francisco 
and Lx>s Angeles.

Cart Davte
Mr. Davis, an architect with the Tanzmann 
Associates, is LA Architect’s Chtique 
Editor.
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good and less expensive. We look at 
portfolios here in New York or photogra
phers send us samples of their work.

photographs, but that’s rare. explore how much they could contribute to 
the shoot. This can tic into the viewing of 
portfolios that 1 mentioned earlier. A new 
photographer who wants an opportunity to 
be published may shoot on consignment. 
For example, almost all of the photography 
used in our coverage of Frank Gehry's 360 
Newberry Street building in Boston last 
year was shot on consignment.

winners.
PS: No. The quality of the architecture is 
what helps an architect get published. Sure, 
we like it when an architect comes to us 
with a set of professionally photographed 
4x5 transparencies. But it is not the 
photographs that will get their projects in 
the magazine. We use the photographs to 
determine whether or not a project interests 
us, and if it does we want to experience it 
before we write about it. The scouting 
shots 1 mentioned earlier should be clear 
and straightforward. Snapshots or polaroids 
could diminish a project’s chances-they 
can do a good piece of architecture a 
serious disservice.

PS: There are three ways that it can work: 
the architect can pay for the entire shoot, 
the magazine can pay for the entire shoot, 
or the architect and the magazine can split 
the costs. It depends on the architect’s 
ability to pay and how anxious we are to 
have the project. We have a photo budget 
for each issue which we can’t exceed. We 
simply cannot afford all the photography. 
Generally, we pay when it’s a smaller firm 
without a lot of resources. The large 
commercial firms tend to have their work 
photographed as a matter of course.

1/AT5.' Yes, a lot of favorites. When you 
have people with whom you have worked 
for years and who do an excellent job, you 
know you can rely on them. I’d have to 
rank those people as my favorites. But 
sometimes a photographer we would like to 
use is not available, or raises a day rate 
beyond our budget, so we are always 
looking for new talent. 1 look at photogra
phers' portfolios almost every week.

How do you feel about the idea that photo
graphs are not a true representation of the 
objecl-the building in this case?

LN: It’s upsetting when I sec great photo
graphs but in person the project disappoints 
me. Sometimes when I meet the architects I 
find they are more comfortable with 
models, drawings, and photographs than 
with the actual building where we can see 
the flaws: they seem more comfortable with 
the two dimensional than the three dimen
sional. We know that we are presenting an 
image of a building, not the actual building. 
However, we must remember that the 
building is more important than the image.

Do you recommend photographers?
VKS: Essentially yes. Architects have 
other uses for the photography in addition to 
having it appear in our magazine. We have 
a policy to work jointly with the architect. 
P/A uses an image one-time and probably 
never again, while an architect will need it 
as a permanent record, as well as for use in 
awards submissions, other magazines, and 
for presentations of built woric and bro
chures. In cases where wc arc publishing a 
new architect who is not yet established and 
who does not have a photo budget to share 
the expense, it is possible for us to pay the 
entire bill.

VKS: Photography can be the main vehicle, 
but it is not the only concern: floor plans 
weigh heavily in the decision to publish.
All of our writing editors have degrees in 
architecture, and many were practicing 
architects before becoming architectural 
journalists. Consequently, wc are as 
interested in the plans as in the structure. 
Another aspect of the answer is that editors 
visit projecls. and our correspondents in 
major US cities scout buildings.

LN: I have a list of about 30 that I’ll send if 
somebody asks. I'll give individual recom
mendations on a specific project. The pho
tographer will deliver a much better product 
if he or she likes that architect or is familiar 
with the work. If a building is not that great 
you may be making a mistake hiring a top 
photographer because he might be bored: a 
younger photographer who is really trying 
hard may actually deliver a better product. 
But you take a chance with a young one. PS: It is a built-in limitation of the maga

zine format. We recognize that we are 
showing a three dimensional object in two 
dimensions. The photograph does not 
replace visiting a building, which is why we 
visit it before we write about it. Seeing a 
building in Architectural Record is only the 
beginning of the architectural experience.

Do you expect architects to pay for profes
sional photography?

PS: When we are asked and if we know 
somebody in the architect's area.

If an architect wants to submit his or her 
work, but can't afford or doesn't want to 
hire an expensive professional photogra
pher. what do you recommend?

LN: It’s nice when they do. It's great when 
a good set of prints come in; sennetimes a 
project may get squeezed in because of 
timing if the images are right in h*ont of 
you. If we like a building we’ll take the 
time and the expense to have it photo
graphed. A building that deserves to be 
publi.shed should never go unpublished 
because of the expense of photography. 
Take the example of an architect who has 
just finished an innovative low budget 
house. It may cost $5000 to shoot it, and 
you can't ask the architect to pay that--his 
fee may not have been that much. In the 
April issue of Architecture wc arc doing a 
profile on young Houston architects, and we 
went to photograph three out of the five 
houses. One of the buildings featured in the 
April issue included ail the architect’s own

VKS: Oh. certainly. I get calls all the time. 
It is another reason to look at portfolios.

Is photography the main vehicle that gets 
architects published? LN: Nice presentation drawings and decent 

slides are good. With good drawings you 
can see the potential of a project, llie 
slides can be the architect's own—that’s 
okay. The thing not to do is send prints that 
you had developed at the local drugstore. 
Bad slides don't look as bad as bjul prints.

VKS: We are very much aware of that. It is 
one of the reasons that we emphasize plans. 
Progressive Architecture is the only 
national US architectural publication that 
presents a full set of plans. Other maga
zines, even if a plan is shown, will omit 
giving a scale and a north arrow. P/A 
shows axonometrics, sections, and sche
matic drawings, as well as plans. We try to 
present all the aspects that we know our 
readers, who after ail are architectural 
professionals, will need to be able to 
visualize a three-dimensional object from a 
two-dimensional page.

LN: Unfortunately, yes. It’s terrible, but if 
the building is difficult to photograph and 
doesn't show up well it probably won’t be 
published. Say I visit a project and like it, 
but the photographs come back bad--you 
would have a hard time getting it in. We 
want the building to look great in the 
magazine. We try to reshoot it if we really 
want it, but I hate to ask the architect to 
reshoot it because it still may not end up in 
the magazine. We try to visit every project, 
too. The <»ily time we dc«i’t is if it’s a 
round-up article or a piece on award

PS: Shoot a roll of good, clean 35 mm 
slides and send those. We (Hiblish a lot of 
projects that are first submitted that way.

VKS: For the submission of work to P/A, 
non-professional photography is welcomed. 
If a project is accepted for publication, we'll
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Interview

Paul Sachner Valerie Kanter SiscaLynn Nesmith

transparencies. However, we prefer 35 
mm slides for review, and these are often 
non-professional. Projects submitted for 
publication arc reviewed at our weekly 
editorial meeting. When you have a dozen 
people sitting at a conference table looking 
at the images, it is more convenient to look 
at slides simultaneously than to pass trans
parencies around.

publication. 1 think that for their archives 
architect should shoot black and white. In 
ten years the color is often faded, but the 
black and whites still look good.

To find out what magazines really look for in 
architectural photography and to what ex
tent it determines the projects chosen for 
publication, Ken Caldwell talked to Lynn 
Nesmith, Senior Editor. Architecture, Paul 
Sachner. Executive Editor, Architectural 
Record, and Valerie Kanter Sisca. Managing 
Editor. Progressive Architecture.

PS: Rarely, We used to in the news 
section, but with the new format most of 
those are in color.

VKS: Yes. we run them frequently. In P/A 
design feature articles, a four-color separa
tion is done from the black and white prim, 
and while that costs us the same amount as 
color, we like the rich blacks and sharp re
sults. The story on Mario Botta’s Library in 
Villeurbanne. France, published in P/A’s 
March 1989 issue, contained a number of 
black and white photographs that were 
separated.

Do you look at different formats?
Are non-professional photographs submitted 
to your magazine?A GOOD 

PHOTOGRAPH 
HELPS...

LN: Yes. We use slides. 2 1/4x2 1/4 and 
4x5. We rarely use prints.

LN: Yes.
PS: For publication we use transparencies 
only. Prints and slides don’t reproduce 
well. We will look at 2 1/4x2 1/4, but we 
prefer the 4x5 format. To be honest, we 
have u.sed all these formats in a pinch. We 
do use 35 mm in the news stories.

PS: Yes. as "‘scouting” shots. We look at 
them to see if we are interested in a project.

VKS: We do not ask for them, P/A uses 
mostly professional photography, except for 
an occasional construction shot.

Do you have favorite photographers?

VKS: Yes, P/A uses both 6x9 or 35 mm 
for publication. The picture of Rafael 
Moneo's National Museum of Roman An 
in Merida. Spain, that appeared on the 
cover of the June 1986 issue, was an 
original 35 mm slide. But 35 mm formal 
has to be truly exceptional to hold up as a 
full-bleed enlargement.

LN: I have my favorites. The photogra
phers I trust are the ones that are consi.stem. 
1 like the ones that will deliver a good 
photograph no matter what. But even good 
photographers can have a bad day. I like 
photographers who can shoot a project and 
deliver a mix of pristine and lively images.

Do you prefer prints, slides or transparen
cies?

LN: Tran.sparcncies. slides, prints—in that 
order.

PS: For ‘"scouting” shots, we prefer slides. 
If the architect is submitting professional 
photography we’ll look at prints, slides or 
transparencies. We project slides during our 
planning sessions: 35 mm slides from the 
4x5 may be ideal because then we know the 
4x5 exists.

PS: Yes. We have developed a group that 
we know and tni.st. Normally we do not go 
out on the photo shoots like they might at 
the consumer magazines. We let the pho- 
tograi^er have a lot of say in the im^es 
taken. They have to be familiar with what 
Record wants. We do lake on new people 
all the time because they arc often very

Do you run black and while photographs?

LN: Unfortunately we don’t run that many. 
1 like black and white-it makes a project 
stand out in contra.st to color. But it's not 
worth an architect spending the money to 
shoot black and white and color—not forVKS: P/A prefers to publish from 4x5
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opportunity for a unique individual. We are the exclusive 
provider of the State-of-the-Art CADD Plotting and 
Networking Service, and are seeking a person with CADD 
experience and the talent for customer interface. Please 
call Steve for details (818) 441-1400.

Has at least fnre years of experience with interior 
architecture and/or interior design; possesses superior 
verbal/writing skills; is self-motivated; professional in 
demeanor and dress.

Architectural Secretary, experienced, skilled, with 
narrative and organizational strengths, seeks part-time 
work by day, week, or project Judy Nelson: (213) 660- 
5056.

Send resume to Vitiello * Associates, Inc., 1931 H Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814. Include education; professional 
career recap highlighting experience relevant to this 
position, brief statement of professional goals; 
memberships in professional and/or civic organizations.

HKS Architects, lac.-a large national A/E firm's LA office 
is seeking a Construction Administrator, a Design 
Arch'rtect and a Project Architect with substantial (7 to 10 
years) medical experience. Send resume to: HKS 
Architects, Inc., Attn: Terry Currington,3420 Ocean Park 
Blvd., Ste. 3080, Santa Monica, CA 90405.

Library Consultant Seven years experience in library 
building program development, design and construction; 
seventeen years professional library experience, 
interested in positions as Building consultant and/or 
information management system design and 
implementation (or office organization) for architectural 
firms in LA area. Linda Oemmers (213) 851-5198.

Space Available
Marketing Specialist/Interior Design: Develops leads for 
the interior design studio; initiates and maintains contacts 
with prospective clients; prepares for interviews and

Two bedrooms, south of Ventura Boulevard, hardwood 
floors, natural wood ceiling, patio, Schindler building, 
11833 Laurefwood Drive, Studio City, $1000. (818.506.6798)
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Since photography was invented 150 years ago, the craft has been 
transformed by the invention of color film and the introduction of 
complex light sources. Photographers today seem dependent on 
color to provide an almost richer than life vision of buildings and 
interiors. Issues of design and context are often overridden by 
concern for how something will appear in a photograph. It is unlikely 
that architects and designers promoting their work will shift back to 
black and white photography. However, the photographer's fundamental 
challenge to capture detail, light and shadow on film remain unchanged.

Lessons from History:
Four Early Architectural Photographers

Few of Frederick Evans” interiors of 
churches encompass the entire central 
space. He chose to photograph specific 
sections of churches that interested him. It 
has been said that the balance between 
these sections and the quality of light he 
pursued allow these photographs to convey 
the larger place without showing all of it.
In his well-known 1903 photograph of 
Wells Cathedral. “A Sea of Steps,”” the 
bottom half of the image is almost entirely 
above eye level. It is the light beyond in the 
upper left side, which helps render the steps 
with a kind of fluidity--they are monumen
tal but seem to float. Evans wrote about 
this image, “The beautiful curve of the step 
on the right is for all the world like the 
surge of a great wave that will presently 
break and subside into smaller ones like 
those at the lop of the picture. It is one of 
the most imaginative lines it has been my 
good fortune to try to depict, this superb 
mounting of steps.”

Though Evans and Atget were working 
during approximately the same period, their 
approaches to photogr«^>hy were entirely 
different. Atget was less concerned about 
light, while one of Evans” major concerns 
was how illumination described interior 
space and communicated how it felt. In 
some of his photographs, the light itself 
i^ms to be the point, and the building, 
though still present, recedes. However, the 
light in those images reveals the architec
ture. Many of Evans’frfiotographs were 
published in a 1903 Camera Work quar
terly, edited and published by Alfred 
Stieglitz.

The strength of the following photogra
phers' images is that they tell us not only 
about buildings, but about the places and 
the inhabitants. Eugene Atget, Frederick 
Evans. Alfred Stieglitz. and Walker Evans 
recorded any number of subjects, but their 
photogn^hs of the built environment are 
some of the most interesting. None of them 
were trained as architects, but their passion 
for the subject was like a great teacher 
which helped them reveal the essence of the 
place they were observing.

Eugene Atget (1857-1927)

Eugene Atget came to photography in his 
late thirties after having been a sailor, an 
actor, and a painter. While considered a 
commercial photographer, he did very little 
commissiemed work. He sold pictures to 
museums, libraries, and private clients, as 
well as the Commission des Monumentes 
Historiques.

When asked by Berenice Abbott why he 
never took photographic assignments, he 
replied, “people do not know what to pho
tograph. ’ ■ Atget photographed mostly sev
enteenth and eighteenth century architec
ture. He seemed uninterested in nineteenth 
century architecture and the projects of 
Baron Hausmann. The Eiffel Tower is 
present in only one of his images. Although 
Atget undertook such projects as systematic 
documentation of the principal churches of 
Paris, it is not these records of monuments 
that .speak to his vision. Atget's images are 
not specifically of architecture; he docs not 
ask us to look at buildings for their scale 
and geometry. His photographs are 
expressions of the character of a place. 
Many of Atget's pictures of buildings 
feature streets or stone walls leading to the 
intersection of buildings in town squares. 
They can be likened to wanderings in 
foreign or unfamiliar places, walking down 
interesting streets to come upon a courtyard 
or building with character. Although the 
average traveler’s photographs rarely fill 
him with the sen.se of power he felt at the 
time, the passion that Atget felt for his 
subject allowed him to explore it freely.
One doesn't get a sense of the camera or its 
placement as static. Atget teaches photog
raphers not to look at things the same way 
every time.

Drawing room. Belle Grove Plantation, Iberville Parish. Louisiana. Walker Evans. 1935 (photo courtesy 
of trte Coi/ection Centre Canadien d'Architecture/Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal).

Alfred Stieglitz (1864-1946)

Alfred Slieglitz's importance in bringing art 
of all forms to the American public cannot 
be overstated. One does not think of 
Stieglitz as an architectural photographer in 
a literal sense. Bom in Hoboken. New 
Jersey, Stieglitz moved to Europe with his 
family in 1881 and attended the Berlin

Frederick Evans (1853-1843)

Frederick Evans, who worked as a book
seller before turning to photography in his 
thirties, is best known for his photographs 
of medieval and Renai.ssance cathedrals 
throughout England and France. While 
many previous photographs of cathedrals 
were accurate recordings, Evans was not 
interested in documenting buildings and 
their interiors. He was interested in 
pursuing the spirit of the place, and often 
spent weeks living in a particular cathedral, 
watching the light until the perfect moment 
arrived. He told a beginner. ‘ ‘Wait until the 
building makes you feel intensely...see if it 
is due to the isolation of some particular 
a.spect or affect...try and try again until you 
find that your print shall give not only 
yourself but others who have not your 
intimate knowledge of the original, some 
measure of the feeling it originally inspired 
in you.”

Interior view of Bourges Cathedral. France,
1900, Frederick H. Evans (photo courtesy of the 
Collection Centre Canadien d'Architecture/ 
Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montreal).

Continued on 13 
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New York City. 1910, Alfred Stieglitz (photo courtesy of the Collection Centre Canadien d'Architecture/ 
Canadian Center for Architecture, Montreal).
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sites. lack of view opportunities, and traffic 
are just a few of the problems you may 
encounter when photographing a project.
A photographer experienced in dealing 
with your building’s particular problem 
will typically give the best results.

If project publication is your primary 
objective, a photographer with a variety of 
recently published work obviously has a 
solid strike in his favor.

Day rates vary .substantially and often 
include different services. Make sure to 
ask about the number of working hours per 
day. the photographer's overtime rate, 
travel/waiting lime, assistant rate, cancella
tion policy, estimated expenses, and reprint 
prices. In addition, it is not unreasonable 
to ask that the photographer be pleasant to 
work with, prompt in responding to 
requests and willing to bend a bit.

The 1976 Copyright Act assigns copy
right and ownership of originals to the pho
tographer. If you want exclusivity, you 
must negotiate this up from and be 
prepared to pay a considerably higher fee. 
Most photographers will keep a set of 
original film and give you a set of transpar
encies (for press reproduction) and proofs 
to view when ordering reprints. Many 
photographers prefer to control reproduc
tion primarily to maintain quality. Poorly 
reproduced images credited to a photogra
pher can be disastrous to his or her 
reputation.

Once you have selected the photogra
pher who best fits the project, take the time 
to address as many issues as possible 
before the shoot. Try to visit the project 
with the photographer beforehand and walk 
through each shot. If the photographer is 
out of town, send snapshots of the project 
and discuss them over the phone. After 
determining the views you want, review 
the following checklist. For photographing 
exteriors, consider: lime of day/sun angle; 
carsAraffic—best day of the week to shoot: 
landscaping—cooi^inate with grounds 
crew; construction—work planned at the 
site or nearby; building/windows clean; 
fountains operating; flags flying. For 
interiors views, consider: access to build

ing at nighi/security; building tenants noti
fied; access to lighting panel/full coniixil of 
all lights; pcrmi.ssion to move furniture if 
necessary; cleaning crew notified; props 
needed-plants, flowers, etc. Thorough co
ordination will enable the photographer to 
concentrate on taking great photos.

Professional photography is expensive, 
but there are ways to cut costs without com
promising quality. All too often projects 
are photographed before they are com
pletely finished and/or landscaped and end 
up being photographed again later. If 
possible, wail until the project is complete 
and landscaping established, or do minimal 
photography initially and hold off on the 
full blown shoot.

Owners, contracts and consultants are 
often willing to share the costs of profes
sional photography. Photographers may 
increase their rates somewhat if several 
parties are involved, but the cost savings 
can still be significant.

Reduce the scope of the assignment. Try 
to be realistic about what views you will 
actually be able to use and what shots are 
mere record views that could be taken by an 
amateur.

Use local talent. Travel expenses and 
cancellations due to poor weather or other 
unforeseen circumstances can be very 
costly. Using a local photographer offers 
greater flexibility during periods of 
questionable weather and significantly 
reduces expenses. When an out-of-town 
[^otographer is used, try to schedule your 
shoot when the {Aoiographer might have 
other assignments in your area thereby 
sharing a portitHi of (ravel expenses.

Finally, order sufficient reprints/dupes.
If you anticipate future needs when or^ring 
prints, you can take advantage of price 
breaks for larger quantities.

Practice

Photographs, not buildings, get published. 
Regardless of how publishable you think a 
project may be. without top quality photog
raphy it will never get the attention you fee! 
it deserves. As more architects realize the 
importance of professional photographic 
documentation, it becomes more critical that 
they understand the process of hiring and 
working with an architectural photographer.

While not every project will be selected 
for publication, there are many reasons to 
invest in professional photography. The first 

_ IM A I evaluate your needs. Is the project
I I publishable? Will it be a good example of

the project type your firm is marketing?
Does it show an innovative solution to a 
particular design problem? Each project 
should be evaluated to determine what the 
photographs will be used for, what the 
budget will be and who is the best person to 
shoot the job.

When you have determined your needs 
and the project is ready, schedule a time to 
review photographers' portfolios. Make sure 
you tell the photographers the nature of the 
assignment so they can show you their most 
appropriate work-many photographers will 
allow you to hold their portfolios for a day or 
two for review.

Like architects, photographers have areas 
of specialization and often develop a 
particular style. Match the photographer to 
the project to get the look you want—one , 
photographer may not be right for every job.

Complex interior lighting schemes or lack 
of adequate lighting, constricted project

HIRING AN

PHOTOGRAPHER

Sally Painter
Ms. Painter, a published architectural 
photographer, is marketing coordinator at 
Fletcher Farr Ayotte. PC Architecture 
Planning Interiors in Portland. Oregon.

COMPLIMENTARY ASK FOR FRANCIS

CAD SEMINARS
• POINTUNE CAD
• DATACAD

• AUTOCAD
• VERSACAD

(818)285-8880 RSVPPIONEER COMPUTER

Heating • 
Ventilation • 

Air Conditioning • 
Design Engineering • 
Title 24 Consultants •

TITLE 24 DOCUMENTATIONS & H.V.A.C. DESIGNS
818-905-0222

If You Have a
Question Regarding Plaster...

CALL US! Lie. # 508714

4523VanNuysBlvd.,Suite 201 • Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 • Fax (818) 905-0822
The technical staff of the Plastering Information 

Bureau can provide you with performonce data on 
every kind of plastering application. They can show 
you how to meet critical standards tor sound 
control, fireprooting. and abrasion resistance with 
specifications that can be understood and 
followed by ©very contractor and journeyman in 
the industry.

Our experts can show you how to specify the 
more creative products of the plastering trades ., 
coves, arches, molds and special designs

The Plastering Information Bureau con show you 
how to specify the job so that it can be done 
exactly as you wont . . at the lowest possible price.

The Bureau is not associated with or operated 
by any manufacturer or group of manufacturers. It 
is wholly supported by the union plastering 
contractors and journeymen who are the direct 
suppliers of your plastering needs

Why not call us today? There is never a chorge 
or obligation

Creative Work Space Uniquely Suited for the Design Professional

GRANADA
•BUILDINGS-

672 S. Lafayette Park PUcc. Los Angeles

National historic landmark building recently renovated by international design team
1,000 to 75.000 square feet

excellent access to Harbor (] 10) Santa Monica (10) and Hollywood (101) Freeways

CONTACT: Dave Wald Christine Galanti

Contact Dick Gorman
plastering information bureau Office suites for design professionals
• division of trte Souir>wn California Ptasiering Insliluia. Ine. 

3127 los Feti2 Boulevard, Los Angeles. CA 90039
(213) 663-2213 David Aaron (213)389-3637
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Wayne Thom

When did you start taking’ photographs? •you do not get the quality of a black and 
white negative. Black and white is 
probably still a better medium to express 
architecture; it expresses the form, the 
shape, the texture, a lot more effectively 
than color.

The general public is more accepting of 
color photographs because black and white 
takes a little more imagination to compre
hend what the frfiotographer is trying to say. 
We are educated to believe that a color 
photograph has to be better because it costs 
more and it's more difficult to make. But 
actually I have to work a lot harder to get a 
good black and white photograph than a 
color photograph. 1 have to worry about 
contrast, the range between the darkest 
shadow and the high light. And I have to 
process the film accordingly to maintain 
that range. In color. I don't have to worry 
about that. To me. a good black and white 
photograph is a lot more precious.

I started taking photographs when I was 
nine or ten years old. 1 had my own 
darkroom when I was 15. in Hong Kong. I 
was always interested in photography. It 
wa.s a hard decision for me to make 
photography my profession. It was such a 
beloved hobby. 1 didn’t really want to spoil 
it. After 21 years, it's still my hobby, so 
much so that I u.se a totally different set of 
camera equipment when I go out to do my 
hobby stuff.

Did you study photography in school?

Yes. I have a masters degree in photogra
phy.

Did you set up your own shop right after 
graduation?

Yes. the very first day.
Do you work side-hy-side with the 
architect on the shoot?Were you ever involved in other kinds of 

photography?
When the architects have the time I love to 
have them with me on a shoot. It’s an edu
cation for them, seeing other people 
approach their architecture. I have architec
tural training to interpret the design, but Tm 
not looking at the building as a designing 
architect. I also have to convey that design 
into visual form, so that the public can 
understand it. So I’m kind of in between. 
And tte architects that ctmie out with me 
enjoy that exposure.

Our fees arc set up by project, not by 
time, because I don't think it’s fair to charge 
the client if the weather conditions are not 
right, or the building is not ready. Money is 
not what 1 work for. I just mainly enjoy life 
and live the life I think I’m entitled to live.

No, only architectural photography; nature 
l^iotography is my hobby.

What format do you work in?

Most of our work is done in 4x5 formal. 
Behind my back, some of my clients do 
make prints from 35 mm transparencies 
because of a time crunch or costs, but I 
advise against it. We shoot 4x5 so the 
quality is there. If a client turns around and 
makes prints from the 35 mm, it is like 
buying a $300 suit and wearing it with 
tennis shoes.

Overseas Chinese Banking Corporation, Singapore. I.M. Pei & Partners, photo by Wayne Thom.

Do you still work in black and white?
Do you perceive yourself taking 
photographs for history?Every single project is done in black and 

white. We expose black and white nega
tives, because I do not believe in making 
black and white prints from color negatives-

My job is to document the project, either 
illustrate it or dramatize it for the creator of 
that piece of architecture. I did take the 
picture, but somebody else created the sub
ject. So who am 1 to say I have created 
history?

Tim Street-Porter

When did you start faking pictures?

I was about .seventeen years old when I 
started taking piciurc.s. All through the 
period when I was studying architecture I 
was really taking photographs. I had a 
darkroom, and 1 used to stay up half the 
night printing, and go to .school in the 
daytime, This hobby went on all the lime I 
was an architecture student.

Did you finish architecture school?

I quit school when I was half way through 
my final po.st graduate year. I realized that 
all these wonderful projects 1 was woricing 
on were like fantasies, and the reality wa.s 
that if you didn't have a rich uncle to give 
you the first project which you could take 
off from, you weren’t going to have very 
much opportunity to practice the kind of 
architecture you would like to.

I went on to Paris where I heard there 
were an interesting environmental design 
things to photograph, and 1 got the {^olo
graphs published Harpers & Queen. I 
became a photographer almost over night 
because 1 had an instant portfolio, but it just 
happened in a innocent way, without going 
to school or anything.

I got a studio where I started doing 
enough work to pay the rent We would 
hire assistants who knew how to operate the 
lighting and everything, and we learned 
from them. I regret chat I did not work with 
experienced photographers, and a certain 
amount of photographic theory also would 
have been helpful. Even so. it sort of 
worked out all right.

Kate Mantilini restaurant. Morphosis. photo by Tim Street-Porter.

the 4 X 5 camera until four or five years ago. 
Working with small formats. I wasn't able 
to get work which I would have done 
otherwise, because those formats were very 
limiting. I woiiced in both the 1/20 formal 
and in 35 mm.

I used to woik in black and white all the 
time, and I still do personal work in black 
and white, but the work I’m asked to do 
nowadays is really more in color. Black 
and white photographs are like black and 
white movies, they’re graphically much 
stronger than color. You’ve got to some
how treasure black and white images which 
have more magic to them and invoke more 
of the spirit of the place than color photo
graphs.

in eariy photographs by the established

architectural photographers, you used to see 
people standing In the photographs, posing 
in a very mannered way. 1 tried to approach 
it from a reportage stance, to have people 
just walking through the photographs so it 
looked much more real and natural. My 
heros were phologr^hers like (Henri) 
Cartier-Bresson who always managed to 
achieve a kind of wonderful magic in any 
com{X)sition.

the building and what they would like to 
emphasize. But quite often when they stay 
on the shoot it goes on for a very long time, 
and they get really bored. If you aren’t the 
one who’s taking the photographs, architec
tural photography is very dry and boring.

Do you perceive yourself taking pictures 
for history?

When the building is obviously im|X>rtant 
and you are aware of that, I suppose you 
might think of taking the photographs for 
history, just slighUy perhaps. But usually 
you’re not thinking {dx>ut it-usually you 
just feel this wonderful challenge to try to 
take very good photographs.

Do architects accompany you on photo 
shoots?

What format do you work in. and do you 
prefer black and while or color?

Every once in a while architects accompany 
me on shoots. A walk-through is always 
helpful because you want to have informa
tion about how they approach the design ofI didn’t finally get around to working with
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Julius Shulman

When did you start taking pictures? zincs such as Good Housekeeping, whose art 
directors insisted that all photographers work 
with 8x10 film. As time went on. 35 mm 
became .so effective, that most publications 
could reproduce it just as well as they could 
reproduce 8x10. There's no limit to the work 
you can have published from a small 
camera. 1 would take a black and white 
picture first, then I would have my assistant 
hand me a color transparency and sometimes 
a color negative, and then I’d lake a 35 mm 
slide.

In high school in 1927 I look a course in 
photography. In the process of taking field 
trips. I had the assignment to take pictures 
of a high school track meet at the Coliseum. 
1 set my camera on a ledge overlooking the 
tunnel. I heard the starter's gun. and the 
funners came out of the tunnel below me.
As they went over the first hurdle I snapped 
my picture. That picture's coming out in 
the Angeles magazine story as my first 
picture.

1 didn't do anything with the camera 
again until 1933. I finished high school and 
went on to UCLA in 1929. In 1933 some
body gave me a vestpocket Eastman Kodak 
camera, and I started taking snapshots. I 
went from UCLA up to Berkeley for a 
couple of years, had the camera with me 
and started taking pictures of students and 
buildings around the campus, without ever 
knowing about architecture. Those pictures 
I blew up to 8x10s, framed, and sold around 
the campus.

When I came home in February 1936, 
my sister had rented a room to a young man 
employed by Neutra. and she introduced me 
to him. One Sunday, at his invitation, we 
went to see the Neutra Hou.se down at the 
bottom of the canyon here. I took some 
snapshots, and gave the prints to the fellow, 
who showed them to Neutra. He called me 
and said Mr. Neutra would like to meet you, 
can you come down Saturday. I went over 
and met Mr. Neutra, he liked my pictures 
very much, and he bought some. That same 
day Neutra pointed to the house up on the 
hill that was being done by Raphael 
Soiiano. So I drove up to Silverlake and 
met Soriano, and we became good friends. 
Trial's how I became involved in architec
ture.

Did you do other kinds of photography?

I covered the arts, sculpture, ceramics, land
scape architecture, and found there's a big 
market for commercial work. too. Espe
cially in the 50s. I had accounts among the 
advertising managers of major building 
products and material companies back east. 
American Airlines had their national 
maintenance and operational plant in Tulsa. 
Oklahoma, which I photographed for an 
architect in Oklahoma City. And while I 
was doing this work in those years I learned 
that the companies who installed the major 
equipment needed pictures of their products. 
Especially in those days, they were heavy 
advertisers in the architectural and the trade 
magazines. After I finished photographing 
the building. I spent two or three days 
photographing equipment in the boiler room, 
and I sold thousands of dollars worth of pho
tographs to the manufacturers, who appreci
ated the service I was giving them.

Cme Study House 028. Cwtefo VaHey, by Buff and Hensman. photo by Julius Shuiman.

agreed that we would discuss the composi
tion, and most of the time they would be 
willing to accept the frameworit of the 
scene that we were creating. But as the 
years went on, architects became too busy 
to go with me on assignments, and or too 
lazy, and in the bigger firms the architects 
didn't even know where the building was.

magazine unless you show more color 
editorially.

Did you work side by side with the 
architects on shoots?

For one house that I photographed for Gre
gory Ain. there was no landscape because 
the people didn’t have money for landscap
ing. So while driving to the shoot, we saw 
a geranium grove in front of someone 
else's house, and we sneaked out and filled 
the car with boughs of geraniums and stuck 
them into the ground in front of Ain's 
house. Even in black and white they pho
tographed very nicely. But the point is that 
architects worked together with photogra
phers in those days. Neutra often pushed 
me away from the camera and had me or 
my assistant move the camera right or lefi, 
or crank it up and down with the crank to 
raise or lower the camera. Other architects

Did you perceive yourself as 
photographing for history?

Do you miss the use of black arui white 
photography in magazines? 1 would be very dishonest if I were to say 

that 1 was far visioned. 1 didn't dream of 
ever becoming a photographer. After seven 
years of school, I almost became a forest 
ranger. I knew all the time the photography 
was important, but it was only in recent 
years that I realized what a treasure the 
photographs are.

So many publications, even the ALA maga
zine, waste a fortune on printing color. They 
could get two or three times more pictures in 
their space if they removed the color. How
ever. in this world of ours, if you want ad
vertising revenue, and you show a magazine 
full of black and white pictures, the advertis
ers will say no, we will not publish in your

What format did you use?

99% of my work was 4x5. However, in the 
50s we did a lot of work for certain maga-

Marvin Rand

When did you start taking pictures? prefer black and while or color? over 100 years. From the moment you 
process color film it starts to deteriorate. I 
do all my historical work in black and 
white.

with me all the time. 1 would give Craig a 
35mm camera and I would work the big 
camera. When we got the film back we 
could put it on the table and study ii. In a 
funny way it reinforced .some of the 
thinking 1 hud about architecture and the 
International Style. It helped me quite a bit 
to get feedback from a client.

I entered Los Angeles City College to study 
photography at the age of 17. during WVi' ll. 
Then at the age of 18 I wa.s drafted. I took 
the basic training, they gave me five months 
of intensive photographic training, both 
aerial and ground, and then they shipped me 
out. I sp>ent 14 months in Guam as a 
photographer.

I came back in 1945, and they allowed 
me to go directly back into Los Angeles 
City College in mid seme.ster. I stayed 
there until 1948. It was a wonderful experi
ence to have Hal Jordan, a mature, really 
expert photographer leaching photography 
to six of us. Then Jordan said you better go 
to Art Center for polish. So 1 went there 
and graduated in 1950. There were wonder
ful instructors at Art Center. Alvin Lusiig 
was my immediate mentor.

I usually work in 4 x 5. I do some assign
ments in .^5mm. but not frequently. I prefer 
a larger camera. All assignments are shot in 
color and black and white.

I think color is here to stay. Black and 
while will always be secondary now. The 
interesting thing is that black and while is 
archival, and if done properly it will last well

Do architects accompany you on photo 
shoots?

I work side by side with the architect on 
occasion. Craig Ellwood used to go out Do you perceive yourself as 

photographing for history?

The architectural photographer should never 
be set up as a critic. Our role is to enhance 
and slate the content of the building in an 
aesthetic way. The architectural historian 
should evaluate whether or not a building is 
important. I’m the photographer who sees 
it and has to sensitively photograph it so 
that architecture has great deal of content 
and meaning.

Were you always involved in 
architectural photography?

I came out of Art Center as an advertising 
photographer. After graduating, we decided 
to form a group from An Center to gel input 
from the people who were well known in 
photography, graphic design, architecture, 
and writing. Esther McCoy. Charles 
Eames. and Saul Bass all came and spoke: 
we had the cream of the city in the group, 
which went on for about two years. The 
Eames helped us, Saul Bass helped us. and 
Esther was my direct mentor.

What format do you work in. and do you

The Salk Institute. Louis Kahn, photo by Marvin Rand.
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end up doing both. they picture it in a certain way. They’d like 
to see at least a few shots representing their 
ideas. And then I always like to go in and 
find what I can find. So it it's a two day 
shoot. I love working one day with them 
and one day without them.

Before I studied photography I did a lot 
of construction work to save up money for 
school, so I can look at a building and see 
what the architect was trying to do. I can't 
really remember coming back and having 
someone say, this is a nice shot but I wish 
you had come over here a little more 
because this is what it’s all about.

Tom Bonner Do you perceive yourself taking 
photographs for history?

Do your architect clients ask about your 
approach?When did you start taking pictures?

There are definitely some buildings that you 
think of as landmarks, that will be associ
ated with the architect’s name for a long 
time, and it may be obvicMis to ycHi that the 
architect has a piece of history in architec
ture. Those jobs you want to make as good 
as they can be. You also know that odier 
photogr^hers are going to be shooting the 
building after you, and your images have 
got to stand up.

1 started taking pictures when I was about 
nine or ten. During the last year of elemen
tary school-sixth grade—I built a darkroom, 
and all through Junior high and high school, 
I did yearbook photography and stuff like 
that.

The architects that I haven't woiked with 
before often ask about my aj^roach. Once 
they’ve looked at my portfolio. I think that 
my approach becomes evident. A lot of 
people like to do a walk-through, especially 
if you haven’t shot with them before. I 
welcome architects’ ideas because 1 think 
when they design a building or an interiorDid you study photography in school?

I got my bachelor’s degree at Brook s 
Institute in Santa Barbara, and before that, I 
took classes all through high school and up 
at Bamsdall Park.

Did you work with other photographers 
before going on your own?

For about three years 1 assisted a lot of 
advertising photographers, doing car shoots, 
furniture room settings, beer ads, every
thing. It was a lot of fiin. Most of the stuff 
that you learn doing that kind of thing, you 
can bring over into the architectural 
photography. I still shoot a lot of furniture 
and do a lot of architectural models, and I 
keep a studio here in Venice so that 1 can do 
other things. When you get to mix in 
advertising work with the architectural work 
you can end up with some really nice 
Images.

What format do you typically use. and do 
you prefer black and while or color?

We work almost completely in 4x5. Every 
so often we’ll shoot 2 1/4, but it’s nice 
having the big negs. With 4x5 you can 
shoot negatives and transparencies and 
black and white negs of the same shot.

(For a typical job) we shoot color 
transparencies, color negatives and black 
and white negs. We do a lot of black and 
white for architects' public relations 
materials.

For interior architecture photography, 
black and white is definitely a lot easier to 
shoot. U takes a long time to do color if you 
go info a building and they ‘ve got two 
different types of mercury vapor lights, and 
fluorescent lights, and you've got daylight 
coming in through filteroj glass, and these 
tungsten candlelights. It would be easier to 
just shoot black and white, but mostly we

Kate Mantilini restaurant under construction. Morphosis architects, photo Py Tom Bonner.

Grant Mudford

When did you start taking pictures? Do you perceive yourself taking 
photographs for history?

When I'm shooting architecture I tend to 
work in 4x5, sometimes 6x9 cm-the quality 
is very close to 4x5. and certainly a lot 
cheaper to shoot. Another aspect of 6x9 
that I really like is the proportion. 4x5 is 
not my favorite proportion—it’s a little too 
square. I tend to prefer the more elongated 
formats; I love 35 mm.

The photograph of the building interests 
me more than the building itself. Being a 
spatial medium, architecture is very poorly 
represented in photographs, even a series of 
photographs. Tradititmally photogra^rfiy has 
been a medium that's been used to portray 
facts. But at its best and most interesting, 
it's a medium that is full of abstraction, 
contradiction and mystery. Photography is 
really deceiving. That’s part of the appeal, 
to me. It does tell wonderful lies. Great 
buildings are always disappointing in 
photographs, but you can make lousy ones 
look terrific.

because it costs the same as running color. 
Good black and white printing should be 
treated as a totally different process, which 
it isn’t in magazines.

When you make a color photograph, 
there is a certain expectation that the photo
graph simulate the colors that are there as 
close as it can. The technology of color 
photography has gone toward the accuracy 
of the rendering. There are no rules in 
black and white. Certain colors are 
rendered in a gray, or a density of gray, that 
can be anything. In a color photograph we 
know that a clear sky should probably be 
blue. In a black and while photograph, the 
sky could be black almost, and you would 
still accept it as the sky. I like that freedom 
of rendering things.

In color photography you get distracted 
by the color, whereas in black and white 
you’re dealing with the essentials of the 
medium. It’s easier to make a good black 
and white photograph than it is to make a 
good color photograph. When I say good, 1 
mean something that’s really interesting.

It was something I always did in school; the 
school magazine was full of my pictures. It 
was definitely my passion, but I never really 
considered it a way of making a respectable 
living. My parents wanted me to become a 
professional, so architecture became a com
promise.

I studied architecture at the University of 
South Wales (Australia) for a few years. 
Apart from becoming a lot more interested 
in architecture than I thought I could be, I 
also began to realize the potential of 
picture-making. I was fortunate to be 
encouraged in that area by my design tutor, 
who was a local architect. I left university, 
and then I started gening work, mostly from 
tutors at the university who a.sked me to 
shoot their buildings. I also did a lot of 
fashion and advertising work, you name it. 
Australia is a country that’s not big enough 
for a photographer to specialize in a 
particular area, so I left around 1974.

I bought a van. which 1 slept in most of 
the time, and I drove all over the United 
States and Mexico, and it was a very 
prolific period. Around 1978 I discovered 
Los Angeles, and I loved it immediately.

I don’t think about it that much. I just want 
to make good pictures. Good pictures will 
be historical pictures, worth keeping, 
hopefully, and they’ll probably outlive most 
of the buildings. I don't think about it to the 
extent that it influences the way I make 
pictures, but I recognize their historic value.

Do you prefer to work in black and white 
or color?

1 think a lot of buildings can be represented 
better in black and white than they can in 
color. The |MX)blem is that most publica
tions are loath to use black and white

What format do you work in?
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The architect communicates his talent with a number of 
tools. One of the most important tools is the photograph of 
the project. This issue of LA Architect attempts to address 
the complex issues architects face in the process of recording 
their work through photography. Ken Caldwell, LA Architect's 
Books Editor, and this issue’s coordinating editor, spoke 
with both photographers and editors about technical and 
theoretical issues involved in architectural photography. In 
the practice article, Sally Painter explains what architects 
should expect ftom photographers. Donna Kempner provides 
a brief background on the history of architectural photography, 
and Carl Davis discusses photography’s power to distort and 
transform the architecture it represents. Finally, the book 
section, an annotated bibliography of four books about 
architectural photography, provides the architect with 
suggestions for building a library on the topic.

"Photography is really 
deceptive. That's part of the 
appeal, to me. It does tell 
wonderful lies. Great 
buildings are always 
disappointing in photographs, 
but you can make lousy ones 
look terrific."

“Grant Mudford

"Black and white images are like 
black and white movies-they're 
graphically much stronger than 
color. You've got to somehow 
treasure black and white images 
which have more magic to them 
and invoke more of the spirit of 
the place than color 
photographs."

“Tim Street-Porter

El Paso. 1976, photo by Grant MuOfonJ.
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Disabled Access Upd^e: Frank Orbin is 
the new Chief of the Disabled Access Divi
sion. 19S9 California State Accessibility 
Standards Interpretive Manual is available 
from the Office of the State Architect (916) 
445-6339. Disabled Access survey form is 
available. This survey is a checklist that 
can be used to determine if an existing 
facility provides legal site access, building 
access and facilities access. For a free 
copy, call (916) 322-0715.

nity for those chapter members who have 
been complaining that AlA/LA doesn't do 
anything, least of all contribute to our 
community, to turn your justifiable com
plaints into positive action. Now there is a 
specific and real opportunity for us to use 
our skills and knowledge as architects and 
designers to assist our community through a 
complex and potentially divisive situation. 
By acting as a profession in this manner we 
may begin to find a way to contribute to 
controversial development situations 
endemic to the city.

In other news, the Urban Design Com
mittee (yes, after more heated debate and 
another box of "The Architect” cookies, 
thanks Ray) recommended that the chapter 
consider facilitating a public forum to 
discuss the Ambassador Hotel site develop
ment issues. While the committee agreed 
that Donald Trump and the school board 
have shown little public responsibility or 
interest in attending to the full range of 
community needs and issues, and probably 
won’t pay attention to us anyway, we never
theless felt the responsibility to state the 
obvious—that acting maturely through the 
development process will probably resolve 
rather than create problems, that it may 
actually result in compromises in which 
there are more winners than losers, and 
would probably gel entitlements faster than 
by getting everyone's hackles up. With this 
in mind, the committee and the board 
agreed to draft a letter for approval by the 
executive committee stating the chapter’s 
interest in the public issues raised by this 
project, and that AIA/LA could serve a 
public interest role by sponsoring a forum 
that openly, intelligently, and rationally dis
cusses the issues.

borrowing, types of financing.
Ordinary opertuing expenses of a gov

ernment unit are generally paid from current 
revenues, which is known as "pay as you 
go” (cash). Pay as you go is the least 
expensive way to finance any capital 
expenditure but must be used sparingly 
because the commitment of available cash 
may restrict the public entity’s abilities to 
meet unanticipated need.

For capital items which have a useful life 
over a long period and may be funded over 
this period, the government borrows. The 
term of borrowing or loans should coincide 
with or be less than the estimated useful life 
of the capital good the method is known as 
"pay as you use.” This approach is more 
expensive, but provides greater flexibility to 
meet changing requirements.

All short and long term obligations must 
be issued to conform with the state and 
local laws and regulatitms and may be 
exempt from federal income tax condition 
which does not apply automatically.

The constitutional debt limit precludes a 
county, city or school district board from 
incurring indebtedness which exceeds its 
current year’s revenues without 2/3 vote of 
the people. The limit causes that in a multi
year cash acquisition a "funding out” 
clause to be inserted in the contract.

Ms. Sicotte presented the types of financ
ing used by different government entities to 
finance government projects: voter approved 
general obligation bond; lease, lease-back 
through a bond issue or certificate of partici
pation issue; private public partnership utiliz
ing lease purchases; mello roos financing. 
For a transcript, call (213) 485-4819.

The next meeting will be held oti Tuesday. 
April 17 at 4:30 pm at the LA Unified School 
District, Room 404. 1425, South San Pedro 
Street. Guest speaker David van Volkinburg, 
principal with Dynamic Isolation Systems, 
will present base isolation. The meeting will 
be held jointly with the Architects in Educa
tion Committee.

committee members will also be ^>preci- 
ated and welcomed.

Code Talk
Beginning May 1,1990, the Building Stan
dards Unit of the Los Angeles City Fire De
partment will be enforcing Sections 3314 
(c) Low-Level Exit Signs, 3314 (f) Low- 
Level Exit Path Mariting, 7203 (c) Strobe 
Signaling Devices of the State Building 
Code, Title 24, Part 2.

Section 3314 (e) requires low-level signs 
which are internally or externally illumi
nated or shall be an approved self-luminous 
type. Signs shall be flush mounted on the 
exit door itself or on the wall surface 
immediately adjacent to the door. See Title 
24 for mounting locatitms. Signs shall be 
approved and listed by the Underwriters 
Laboratories or City of Los Angeles 
Electrical Test Laboratory. Low-level 
directional exit signs shall not be required.

Section 3314 (0 requires low-level exit 
path marking where exit signs are required. 
All exit corridors shall be provided with this 
continuous low-level exit path marking.
See Title 24 for mounting location. Exit 
path marking shall be tested and approved 
by a Los Angeles approved test laboratory.

Sectiwi 7203 (c) covers strobe signaling 
devices for the hearing impaired. Strobe 
signaling devices shall be installed in all lo
cations that a horn, speaker, bell, or other 
sounding devices are required as part of a 
building fire alarm system. Devices ^all 
be State Fire Marshall approved and listed.

Note: Supposedly the State Fire 
Marshall is in the process of rescinding 
Section 3314 (f): in the interim the City is 
enforcing low-level exit path marking. A 
list of approved manufacturers of low level 
exit signs is available from the Department. 
For further information, contact the 
Building Standards Unit (213) 485.5966.

City of Los Angeles field inspectors will 
be rejecting structural steel reinforcing bars 
with producer's billet symbol “N.” except 
for small projects such as residential 
retaining walls. See Uniform Building 
Code Section 26-4 for designation.

Rudolph V. DeChellls, AIA
Co-chair, Building/Performance and 
Regulations

Urban Design Committee
For the last two years, as reported in this 
column, the Urban Design Committee has 
been actively pursuing a course of shaping 
public policy which affects the design of the 
public realm. We have been on this bent 
because we have the conviction that archi
tects have a lot to contribute, can make a 
difference, and that AIA has a public 
service responsibility to act in this light.

Recently, on behalf of the chapter, the 
committee has taken a lead role in facilitat
ing the Beverly-Fairfax/Miracle Mile Urban 
Design Workshop, co-sponsored by the 
Office of the Mayor. As reported in last 
m<MUh’s lead column, the worieshop intends 
to develop principles and guidelines to 
assist city officials in evaluating proposed 
and future development projects in this 
burgeoning locale. We, that is AIA, are not 
in a position, nor should we be, of develop
ing plans for the private or public sectors. 
That is the role of our firms and/or the 
government itself. But Bevcrly-Fairfax/ 
Miracle Mile presents an interesting public 
service role for the AlA.

AIA/LA has proposed the idea of a 
workshop to air and clarify the issues in a 
non-adversarial environment, develop an 
objective profes-sional assessment of the 
impacts and possibilities, and raise potential 
courses of action which city decision 
makers can take.

This workshop will offer a real opportu

Architects in Government
At the February meeting, guest speaker 
Maureen Sicotte, manager of the Office of 
Public Finance, County of Los Angeles 
Treasurer’s Office, addressed issues 
concerning alternative methods of financing 
governmental projects; why governmental 
entity borrows, general legal limitations lo

Maria Magdalena Campeanu, AIA
Chair, Architects in GovernmentI
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Search for Sheher
As pan of Accent on Architecture, a design 
ch^TCtte entitled "When You Can’t Go 
Home: New E)esigns for the N Street 
Village at Luther Place," was held 
February 19 at the National Building 
Museum in Washington, DC.

Planned as a "student/practitioner inter
action vehicle." the charrette had a 
124,000 square foot program to be built on 
a 21,000 square foot site with a budget of 
about $21 million. Program uses included 
paiidng for 100 cars, a medical clinic, 
daycare centers, drug rehabilitation and 
detox centers, offices, storage, security, 
cafeteria, retail stores, and residential units. 
Gold Medalist Joseph Esherick, FAIA, 
served as one of the visiting critics.

ship, the profession and the public.
We welcome your active participation as 

a member of the committee and ask that y<xi 
contact us through the chapter office to 
advise us of your interest. If you cannot 
spare the time to participate on a regular 
basis, please send us any ideas or ccmiments 
you feel might help us evaluate and 
I»t>mote better contact and communicaticffi 
between the chapter, its members and the 
public.

It is our responsibility, as members, to 
let the Chapter know what we expect and to 
assist in these efforts to improve our image 
as professionals. We took forward to 
hearing from you.

Chapter News and Notes

The 1990 Grassroots Accent on Architecture 
activities, held February 18-21, will be a 
hard act to follow. The Institute outdid 
itself, combining its annual leadership 
training conference with a public celebration 
of architecture culminating in an awards 
presentation and address by Britain's Prince 
of Wales. Designed primarily to enhance 
the skills of its leaders. Grassroots targets 
presidents, presidcnts-elecl. and executive 
directors. The traditional government affairs 
day offers opportunities to influence elected 
representatives through visits to offices on 
Capitol Hill.

This year, the Institute briefed component 
representatives on four legislative issues: 
the Historic Preservation Administration 
Act. Americans with Disabilities Act. 
copyright protection, and affordable housing. 
At a special White House meeting for 
component presidents. President Bush and 
other key government officials made 
remarks on urban development and environ
mental issues.

New component officers were also 
oriented to the Institute and its many 
services at an open house in its recently 
renovated headquarters. And. in between 
the planned programs and scheduled events. 
Gra.ssroots attendees informally discussed 
problems, ideas, etc., with components of 
similar size and make-up, These in-between 
times are perhaps where the real value in 
Grassroots lies.

Michael J. Kent, AIA 
Marc Appleton, AIA

Pamela Edwards-Kammer, AIA
Ms. Kammer, a practicing architect in Los 
Angeles, led one of the teams during the 
recent charrette.

Pushing the Limits
The AIA National Convention and Design 
Exposition will be held in Houston. Texas, 
from May 19-22. Chapter architects and 
Associate members who plan to attend are 
invited to serve as AIAA-A delegates. 
Delegates must be prepared to attend 
chapter and state caucuses, convention 
business meetings, and to be present to vote 
on the designated election day(s). Contact 
the chapter office as soon a.s possible.

GRASSROOTS
REVISITED

Architecture Week
The California State Legislature will 
declare April 16-22, 1990 Architecture 
Week in California, recognizing the 
importance of the stale's built environment 
and the people who have created it. The 
week will begin with the announcement of 
the 1990 CCAIA De.sign Award winners. 
Local activities will include a tree planting 
ceremony commemorating Earth Day, the 
establishment of a new AIA/LA tradition. 
For more information on the ceremony, as 
well as other scheduled activities, call 
(213)380-4595.

Historic Preservation
The April meeting of the Historic Preserva
tion Committee will be held at the offices of 
the Historic Resources Group, 1728 N. 
Whitley Avenue in Hollywood. Among the 
topics to be discussed will be goals, 
objectives for 1990, long range plans, and 
whether the committee should act as a more 
political voice for historic preservation in 
Los Angeles. Christy McAvoy and William 
Delvac from Historic Resources, a repre
sentative from the Los Angeles Conser
vancy and preservation architects are 
among those invited to provide expertise on 
the political direction of the committee this 
year in bencfilling historic preservation. 
Input from those interested in becoming

To the Membership
As architects and other design profession
als, one of our greatest challenges lies in 
conveying to the public the significance of 
architecture to the community and our role 
in creating the built environment. This 
year AIA/LA has established the Commu
nications/Public Relations Committee with 
the hope of evaluating current and potential 
means of communication with the memberChristine Meyer

AIA/LA Executive Director
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Wilkhahn-Pavillons under constructton (west 
Germany), Frei Otto, architect.

Altoon Awarded MedalIn the cities of the industrialized 
countries, high-tech fanatics celebrate in 
earnest the forms they have invented for 
their vision of the future. The most recent 
movement to arise as a reaction to this is the 
new deconstructivism. As a true manner
ism, it pursues both the high-tech style and 
post-modernity ad absurdum, without ever 
having a fundamentally new concept of its 
own.

Frei Otto at USC
In recognition of his '‘courageous and 
selfless actions during the Armenian earth
quake relief effort,” Ronald A. Altoon, 
AIA, was awarded the ‘‘Memorial Medal” 
by the Armenian SSR Supreme Soviet. The 
award was presented on Febrtiary 27. at a 
ceremony held at the Soviet Embassy in 
Washington, DC.

Altoon led a team of six California 
architects on a design charette to develop 
plans for the rebuilding of the town of 
Spitak. The AIA/CCAIA Armenian Earth
quake Urban Design Assistance Task Force 
spent two weeks in the Soviet Union and 
Armenia, following the 1989 earthquake. 
During one week spent at the regional 
design center in Yerevan, Armenia, the 
team developed plans, drawings, and basic 
guidelines which they presented to both 
Armenian and Soviet design professionals.

During the week of February 12-I8, Frei 
Otto was the 1990 USC/Maguire Thomas 
Partners Architect-in-Residence. Dr. Otto, 
a professor at Stuttgart University, and 
director of the Institute of Lightweight 
Structures, is probably best known for his 
design-‘WUh Behnisch & Partners and 
Juergen Joedicke—of the cable roofs for the 
Munich Olympic stadium and arenas. Yet 
of equal importance is his worldwide 
influence on design, through innovative 
research on topics ranging from cable net 
roofs, grid shells, and adaptable building, 
to the biology of diatoms. While his work 
has evolved over the years, a constant is his 
search for design solutions that are 
responsive to nature and human needs, 
rather than imposing a formal vocabulary. 
The following are excerpts from his 
thought-provoking address. ‘ 'The New 
Pluralitv in Architecture."

Norte of the above trends, tendencies and 
styles of today, frcxn historicism to decon
structivism, dominates alone. Ncme of 
these movements is weak. Each one 
cultivates its own techniques and forms.

The growing variety of possible ap
proaches to architecture offers the chance to 
make use of a new ^edom. Architects and 
users are still inexperienced in this iieedom 
through plurality, in this new and open 
world of unlimited possibilities. They feel 
safer when they can follow where a few 
others have led.

This hesitant attitude is understandable. 
An architect is well integrated into society. 
As a servant to his fellow men, he cannot 
follow his inspiration like a painter, 
musician or sculptor. He must, above all. 
be aware of and observe human rights and 
obligations. On the one hand, hi.s own 
rights are more restricted by external 
conditions than the rights of any other artist, 
but on the other hand, he has great responsi
bilities, since he often has to administer 
large amounts of money, thus exercising 
power involuntarily. He has a great deal of 
responsibility.

About twenty-five years ago. the idea of 
plurality in architecture emerged. Many 
architects wanted to be able to follow many 
different paths to new architectural styles.
It was the longing for a new variety of 
styles which was to put an end to the 
thoughtless uniformity of the misunderstood 
simplicity of the late Modem Movement.

Today the idea of many roads leading to 
new architectures is highly topical. It is 
seen in the sense of a genuine plurality in 
architecture. The term “plurality”—as 
opposed to pluralism—indicates that this is 
not idealizing or mannerisiic trend which 
allows anyone to do anihing without 
thinking about it, but indicates an openness 
for new approaches under a newly formu
lated commitment to obligations and rights 
by all human beings who build or have 
something built.

The new plurality Is not an excu.se to 
selfishness, harmlessncss and thoughtless
ness. Every human being who builds, be he 
owner, architect, engineer or contractor, is 
tied into a framework of duties and rights 
towards nature and all his fellow men.

He must help people as they tackle their 
new role of conscious integration into the 
new overall naturalness of cohabitation with 
flora and fauna and with the immense 
inanimate nature.

The profession of the architect remains 
as important as ever, It is his duty to search 
out every possible means of fulfilling his 
global mission and to lead by example. He 
is responsible for a cluttered environment 
and for houses which destroy nature instead 
of conserving and promoting it. He cannot

I

Architects have been building against 
nature for 5000 years. It has been their duty 
to protect mankind agaimst enemies, and 
especially against Its greatest enemy- 
nature. Houses have been their weapons 
and their symbols of victory.

We. the architects of today, still build 
against nature. We have destroyed nature 
and continue to destroy nature instead of 
con.serving It. Our duty is not to destroy, 
but to ctmscrve!

But have we recognized this new task? 
We prefer to talk about forms and styles. 
Highly developed construction techniques 
mean thtu we can build everything we want 
to build. The technical and financial 
possibilities have never been so great . 
before. Feasibility is not the problem today, 
but rather the enormous range of options 
available to us...

At present, an army of theorists among 
architects and critics are concerned with 
trends, fashions, styles, forms and form 
languages. At the same time, many 
hypotheses and architectural philosophies, 
as well as the trends they promote, are 
thriving as never before in the history of 
building. Sometimes they are stronger, 
sometimes weaker. New ones are continu
ally being added.

A new awareness of building history has 
developed as a reaction to the insipid 
building of the sixties. In the wake of a 
new historicism. older buildings are being 
restored. Art Nouveau with its particular 
sensitivity is once again popular, especially 
with young people. The Modem Movement 
of the twenties is experiencing a new vogue 
after being unpopular for some lime. We 
are even beginning to realize the decade of 
sixties was a period in which truly valuable 
ideas were conceived without ever being 
recognized.

The sterility of building in the seventies 
led to a change, bringing the opposition to 
power. Now. post-modemity dominates the 
schools. But its stylish forms are already 
producing buildings that are alike as two 
peas. For all its youth, post-modemity is 
already aging.

pass the buck; neither to his clients nor to 
a.ssisiants. advisers or authorities. An 
architect who cannot say no has no right to 
be an architect.

Consider for a moment that every 
building is created in a particular place, at a 
particular time, using different means and 
intended for different individuals. Modem 
building techniques allow that no building 
need to be identical with another, becauite 
Identical buildings have no identity of their 
own.

Art and the artificial arc still regarded as 
the opposite of nature and the natural. But 
these opposites arc outdated. However, we 
architects still lack the philosophical basis 
which could help us develop a new under
standing of nature. Under these circum
stances. it is no wonder that the first 
products of this new age of new plurality 
are often misunderstood and sometimes 
even look chaotic.

The new plurality leads to unique build
ings. It does not result in chaos, but leads 
to a strengthening of those n-ends which 
bring a higher level of integration and 
adaptation of buildings to nature and 
mankind.

The ability to build naturally has yet to 
be developed. There is still no natural 
architecture. But I hope that there will be 
peace between the man. the builder, and the 
ever-changing nature. It is our duly today 
to make the many new roads to natural and 
humane architecture passable.

We will only make use of the irretriev
able chance of our age if we set to work 
now; if we do what has to be done—simply, 
naturally, and happily, with a will to peace 
and an awareness of what is good and right.

Gotthilf G. Schierie, AIA
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